We have estimated the ionospheric location, area, and travel time of quasi-periodic oscillations originating from the magnetospheric flanks. This was accomplished by utilizing global and local MHD models and Tsyganenko semi-empirical magnetic field model on multiple published and four new cases believed to be caused by the Kelvin-Helmholtz Instability. Finally, we used auroral, magnetometer, and radar instruments to observe the ionospheric signatures. The ionospheric magnetic latitude determined using global MHD and Tsyganenko models ranged from 58.3-80.2 degrees in the Northern Hemisphere and −59.6 degrees to −83.4 degrees in the Southern Hemisphere. The ionospheric magnetic local time ranged between 5.0-13.8 h in the Northern Hemisphere and 1.3-11.9 h in the Southern Hemisphere. Typical Alfvén wave travel time from spacecraft location to the closest ionosphere ranged between 0.6-3.6 min. The projected ionospheric size calculated at an altitude of 100 km ranged from 47-606 km, the same order of magnitude as previously determined ionospheric signature sizes. Stationary and traveling convection vortices were observed in Su-perDARN radar data in both hemispheres. The vortices were between 1000-1800 km in size. Some events were located within the ionospheric footprint ranges. Pc5 magnetic oscillations were observed in SuperMAG magnetometer data in both hemispheres. The oscillations had periods between 4-10 min with amplitudes of 3-25 nT. They were located within the ionospheric footprint ranges. Some ground magnetometer data power spectral density peaked at frequencies within one tenth of a mHz of the peaks found in the corresponding Cluster data. These magnetometer observations were consistent with previously published results.
Introduction
Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities (KHI) are important in explaining solar wind transport from the magnetosheath (MSH) into the magnetosphere (MSP), particularly during northward interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) Fairfield et al., 2000; Nykyri and Otto, 2001; Hasegawa et al., 2004) . Detection of southward IMF driven KHI events are possible, as discussed in Hwang et al. (2011) . However, these conditions typically generate a more dynamic environment, causing irregular vortex signatures and evolutions at intermittent intervals, leaving preferential detection to cases driven by northern IMF. Their identification in spacecraft observations can still be challenging due to the vast size of the magnetosphere compared to spacecraft coverage. Determining a ground-based method of identification would therefore be an asset to the scientific community. To aid in this effort, the proper identification of an ionospheric signature is needed. This research is purposed to determine the ionospheric location, size and travel-time of a KHI occurring at the magnetospheric flanks. This will allow for the estimation of when and where to look in the ground based data to document a potential KHI signature in the ionosphere, as well as how large of a vortex to look for.
KHI is a phenomenon present at a boundary interface between two viscous fluids moving with different velocities. The onset condition for the KHI in magnetized plasma is 1994 E. R. Dougal et al.: Mapping of quasi-periodic oscillations into the ionosphere given by the following relations
with wave vector of the KH mode k, number density n, shear flow velocity V and magnetic field B. The subindices refer to the values at both sides of the shear flow boundary. Based on 2-D MHD simulations constructed using initial conditions from Cluster observations, Nykyri et al. (2006) identified two locations within the KH wave where reconnection took place. Otto and Fairfield (2000) showed large and rapid magnetic field changes where the B z component of the magnetic field could assume an orientation not consistent with the field on both sides of the low-latitude boundary layer (LLBL). This can be explained by KHI if the k vector has a component along the B direction. MHD simulations of KHI indicate reconnection can occur inside the current layers generated by KHI, providing the major mass transport mechanism for solar wind entry into the MSP (Nykyri and Otto, 2001) . Nykyri and Otto (2001) showed that B can be parallel at both sides of the boundary of the instability while the anti-parallel B is generated from the vortex motion of the KHI. A strongly twisted B can occur within multiple layers of the KHI wave, causing reconnection to occur inside the vortices, creating high-density magnetic islands. These formations can detach from the MSH, possibly explaining the observation of high densities and low temperatures of the plasma sheet. Hasegawa et al. (2009) identified signatures of local reconnection in a KHI current sheet, however due to its incipient nature, Hasegawa et al. (2009) believed this reconnection process was unlikely to lead to formation of the duskflank LLBL, but rather that the flank LLBL was a result from other mechanisms such as diffusion or remote reconnection unidentified by the Cluster spacecraft.
These vortices have been observed and simulated on other planets as well; KHI waves have been observed in Saturn's magnetopause (Masters et al., 2010) and multiple times in Mercury's magnetopause Sundberg et al., 2010) by observing quasi-periodic plasma and magnetic field signatures of the spacecraft data during certain IMF conditions. KHI waves have also been produced in ionopause simulations of Venus using plasma parameters consistent with Venus spacecraft observations (Wolff et al., 1980; Terada et al., 2002) .
Past studies have discussed the possible ionospheric effects of the KHI. These signatures were believed to be the effect of small-scale, field-aligned currents (FACs) which originated from the vortex generated by KHI. FACs can be generated by KHI as the vortex motion twists the magnetic field. Ampere's Law states a current will be produced in the direction of ∇ × B. In particular geometry, the vortex motion results where the ∇ × B is aligned with the dominant magnetic field direction, thus creating a FAC. In addition, the reconnection process initiated by the KHI can create a parallel electric field and thus accelerate particles along the magnetic field line, creating a current aligned with the magnetic field.
Auroral bright spots were previously reported by Lui (1989) and Farrugia et al. (1994) as a potential consequence of the KHI activity. The dimensions of these auroral bright spots were observed to be 40 to 100 km (Lui, 1989 ) and 50 to 200 km (Farrugia et al., 1994) . Lui (1989) and Farrugia et al. (1994) located these spots between approximately 78 degrees to 70 degrees and 77 degrees to 74 degrees magnetic latitude, and 14 to 16 h and 16 h in magnetic local time, respectively. Both findings' locations were thus consistent occurring in similar magnetic latitudes in the post-noon sector.
Traveling convection vortices are another ionospheric phenomena which may be produced by KHI (McHenry et al., 1990) . McHenry et al. (1990) studied a chain of traveling convection vortices which he concluded were KHI induced. Radar observations from Sondrestrom showed that the path of the chain of vortices was along the convection reversal boundary and each vortex in the chain followed an alternating rotational direction pattern. These signatures, along with the lack of upstream solar wind pressure disturbances, eluded to McHenry et al.'s (1990) conclusion that this was probably a result of KHI activity in the MSP boundary region.
Low-frequency magnetic pulsations in the Pc5 range have been suggested as the effect of KHI when observed in the dawn region as studied by Ohtani et al. (1999) . The Pc5 range lies between 1 and 10 mHz, having a period of 1.6 to 16 min. Another cause of this signature could be an external pressure variation, however evidence of an observed dusk propagation of the wave with no compressional signature in the magnetic field data, and evidence that the wave traveled at a rate comparable to the MSH flow speed ruled out this other possibility. The Pc5 waves and polarizations of the rotation of the plasma flow velocity at the ground were consistent with the wave range and polarization in Geotail. Geotail traveled up to 1 h of magnetic local time and 6 degrees invariant latitude near the observing magnetometers. The ground station magnetometer oscillations observed were similar to the 5 min period observed in the Geotail data and were observed with an amplitude of a few nT per second with a peak power spectral density concurrent with the peak in the spacecraft data. The ground station amplitude range was approximately an order of magnitude less than the amplitude range of the spacecraft observations. The dominant ground magnetometer frequency was within two tenths of a mHz of the spacecraft's dominant magnetometer frequency.
The goal of this project is to determine the projected size, ionospheric location and the travel time of magnetospheric perturbations produced by KHI traveling from the magnetosphere to the ionosphere and to investigate possible ionospheric signatures from the ground, optical, and radar data. The projected size of the vortex in the ionosphere provides estimation of the size of the signature to look for in ground-based and spacecraft observations, such as auroral bright spots and traveling convection vortex sizes, E. R. Dougal et al.: Mapping of quasi-periodic oscillations into the ionosphere 1995 respectively. Local MHD simulations were used to calculate the magnetospheric vortex size. The NASA Community Coordinated Modeling Center (CCMC) hosts global magnetospheric models, which provide an opportunity to map Earth's magnetic field lines from the observing spacecraft position to the ionosphere during the event's unique magnetospheric environment. Their models produce coordinates of the field line locations and magnetic field strengths every few hundred kilometers, which allows for the estimation of travel time from the perturbation to the ionosphere. Field line mapping was also performed using the Tsyganenko semi-empirical model, discussed in Sect. 3.2.
We chose this approach because modeling the KHI directly in the global MHD simulations is very difficult due to large system size and the fine numerical resolution required to resolve the magnetopause. In order to study the details of the KHI, the numerical diffusion of the code (which depends on the grid resolution) should be less than the diffusion produced by the KHI (less than 10 9 m 2 s −1 ). For example Fairfield et al. (2007) compared Geotail observations of the KHI during an extended period of northward IMF orientation with the BATS-R-US global model utilizing computationally expensive specialized 1/16 R E resolution (not currently available in CCMC "runs on request" website). Despite this relatively high resolution, their simulation only produced linear waves that did not reach non-linear stage as observed in the Geotail data.
Other authors have studied KHI in global codes both during southward (Claudepierre et al., 2008; Hwang et al., 2011) and northward (Guo et al., 2010; Li et al., 2012) IMF orientations. These studies addressed the large-scale structure of the magnetopause oscillations, spectral power of oscillations (Claudepierre et al., 2008) and some were able to determine the phase speeds and wavelengths albeit using only a quartersystem and ignoring the effects of the M-I coupling (Li et al., 2012) .
In the present work, we analyzed four new events of the KHI that occurred predominately during Parker-Spiral (PS) IMF orientation. Currently there are no previous works studying KHI in global codes during a PS and ortho-Parker-Spiral (OPS) IMF orientation. Studying the KHI during a PS and OPS IMF orientation in global MHD codes that include M-I coupling and that can simultaneously resolve the KHI at the flanks and high-latitude reconnection would be crucial in order to fully address the dawn-dusk asymmetries arising from asymmetric evolution of these processes and their mutual interaction. However, this study would require higher numerical resolution than currently available in CCMC "runs on request"-website.
We have organized the paper as follows: Sect. 2 describes Cluster and ionospheric instruments, event selection, global, local, and semi-empirical models, vortex size and perturbation travel time methodology; Sect. 3 describes the results of the field line mapping, perturbation travel times, and vortex sizes in the ionosphere and magnetosphere; Sect. 4 describes the ionospheric signatures observed and Sect. 5 concludes and discusses the findings.
Methodology

Cluster and ionospheric instrument data
We gathered data from two instruments on board Cluster using spin averaged (4 s) measurements. The magnetic field measurements are obtained from the Flux Gate Magnetometer (FGM) (Balogh et al., 1997 (Balogh et al., , 2001 ) from all four spacecraft. Ion plasma measurements were obtained using the Cluster Ion Spectrometry (CIS) instruments (Rème et al., 2001) . We make use of the temperature, velocity and density from the Hot Ion Analyser (HIA) on board spacecraft 1 and 3. The proton velocity and densities for spacecraft 4 are obtained from the ion COmposition and DIstribution Function analyzer (CODIF).
The Imager for Magnetopause-to-Aurora Global Exploration (IMAGE) spacecraft and Polar spacecraft were used to study auroral ionospheric signatures. We utilized four of the five filters on the ultraviolet imager (UVI); atomic Oxygen 1304 and 1356, Lyman-Birge-Hopfield (LBH) short with a range from 140 to 160 nm, and LBH long with a range from 160 to 175 nm. Polar UVI has an angular resolution of 0.036 degrees, yielding a spatial resolution of about 11 km, which could be able to resolve all auroral structures produced by KHI. IMAGE's far ultraviolet FUV imager has the capability to image in three wavelength regions: the Wideband Imaging Camera (WIC) in the N 2 LBH bands in the 140 to 180 nm range, Spectrographic Imager (SI) 12 in the Doppler-shifted Lyman α emission around 121.8 nm, and SI13 in a 5 nm passband centered around 135.6 nm. IMAGE FUV has a spatial resolution of about 150 km (Bisikalo et al., 2003) , which could be able to resolve some of the auroral bright spots generated by KHI.
SuperDARN was used to study radar signatures of KHI activity. It consists of a network of over thirty low-power, highfrequency radars to observe ionospheric plasma, located in both hemispheres, beginning in the mid-latitude range and extending to the polar regions. Each radar uses an array of phased antennae stepping in azimuth every 3.3 degrees, totaling a sector of 50 km and repeating this sector scan every 1 to 2 min. SuperDARN has a resolution of about 45 km (Greenwald et al., 1995) beginning at 180 km from the radar, extending to a maximum range usually greater than 3500 km (Greenwald et al., 1995) . SuperDARN's spatial and temporal resolution should be sufficient to resolve the ionospheric vortices.
SuperMAG, used to study the magnetic field signatures, is a network of over 200 ground-based magnetometers covering both hemispheres to provide magnetic field perturbations. SuperMAG offers 3-D vector measurements of the magnetic field, utilizing stations which provide absolute measurements Fairfield et al. (2000) and others with relative measurements. SuperMAG has a temporal resolution of 1 min, which should be sufficient for observing magnetic field perturbations generated by KHI (Gjerloev, 2009 ). Hwang et al. (2011) , was added during the course of this research. Therefore, this particular case was only mapped into the ionosphere to determine its footprint location. Figure 1 shows typical KHI signatures in the data from Event 3. The quasi-periodic nature of the plasma density, temperature, velocity, and magnetic field shows the spacecraft crossing from MSH-like plasma characterized by high number densities and low temperatures to MSP-like plasma that has typically low number densities and higher temperatures. When a KHI occurs, the perturbation can twist the magnetopause as illustrated in Fig. 2 . As the wave passes by the spacecraft, evidence of both MSP and MSH-like plasma become present in the time series data sequentially. The minor differences in the results between OpenGGCM and BATS-R-US are likely due to the updating of the dipole moment and the differences in their numerical scheme when solving the MHD equations. As both models utilize input coordinates in different systems, all values shown in this paper will reflect the model's unique coordinate system. BATS-R-US solves the 3-D MHD equations using a numerical scheme related to Roe's Approximate Riemann Solver. This solver allows for a simulation parameter to be set to update the dipole moment with time and is solved on a finite volume adaptive grid (Powell et al., 1999; Gombosi et al., 2002 Gombosi et al., , 2004 Tóth et al., 2012) . BATS-R-US utilizes a 2-D E. R. Dougal et al.: Mapping of quasi-periodic oscillations into the ionosphere Fig. 1 . Cluster plasma (left) and magnetic field (right) observations for Event 3 in GSM coordinates, which was used to determine the MSH and MSP values for the local MHD model. In order, the four spacecrafts are represented by black, red, green, and blue colors. The left panel, from the top, displays ion density, three velocity components, total velocity, plasma temperature and pressure. The right panel, from the top, displays three magnetic field components, total magnetic field, and current density. The four smaller panels on the top right hand corner show the Cluster constellation and location with the asterisk and diamond representing the beginning and ending of the interval, respectively. electrodynamic potential solver to model the near-Earth environment. OpenGGCM solves the resistive MHD equations using second order explicit time integration with conservative and flux-limited spatial finite differences and is coupled with the Coupled Thermosphere Ionosphere Model for near-Earth approximations, a 3-D electric potential solver. Both programs use a dipole approximation to generate the ionospheric footprint from the end of their prospective ionospheric solvers to the Earth's surface. OpenGGCM does not update its dipole moment with time throughout the simulation. It uses a stretched Cartesian grid and does not include energetic particle drifts and ring current physics (Raeder et al., 2001) . As BATS-R-US has the ability to couple with a ring current model, we chose to exclude these physics to stay consistent with the capabilities of OpenGGCM. Considerations for the coupling of a ring current model are discussed further in Sect. 3.1. We ran two simulations for each event and model, one at the start of the event time window and the other at then end of the event time window. The approximate ending altitude for all events using OpenGGCM was 3.7 R E and 3.5 R E for BATS-R-US, however the field line mapping Table 1 . Each panel illustrates the magnetic field direction using a black arrow and density using the color bar. capability projects the ionospheric footprint location down to the Earth's surface following a field line generated by dipole approximation. The final coordinates at the Earth's surface, were expressed in the same coordinate system, magnetic latitude and magnetic local time.
Magnetospheric KHI event selection
Global magnetospheric models
Global MHD models
Tsyganenko 96 model
A third model, Tsyganenko 96 (TS96) model, was additionally utilized as it is traditionally used for field line mapping purposes between ionosphere and magnetosphere, such as in Wing et al. (2005) . TS96 is a semi-empirical approximation of the global magnetospheric magnetic field (Tsyganenko and Stern, 1996) . Observations from a variety of spacecraft are combined with major external magnetospheric sources to represent the magnetic environment. The TS96 version of the model includes a defined magnetopause, Region 1 and 2 Birkeland current systems, and IMF boundary penetration. Because of the empirical nature of this model, it inherently includes kinetic physics unlike the global MHD models. The mapped field lines were calculated using GEOPACK-2008 (Tsyganenko et al., 2008 which includes an external TS96 model and internal International Geomagnetic Reference Field (IGRF) Model Version 11.0 (Finlay et al., 2010) . The field lines were mapped from Earth to the magnetosphere location at a resolution of 0.05 degrees of latitude and 1.0 degrees of longitude to find which field lines came within 0.3 R E of our spacecraft location. This corresponds to approximately 56 km of latitude and 19 km of longitude resolution, respectively, taken at 70 degrees latitude. This was performed at the start and end of the event time window for the location of Cluster spacecraft 1 for Events 1-7 and Geotail for Event 8.
Local 2-D MHD simulations
The MHD simulations use a computational technique to replace the partial differential equations with systems of algebraic equations to provide a numerical solution (Nykyri, 2003) . The resistive MHD equations are used in the simulations (Otto, 1990) and are solved using a finite difference leap frog scheme (Potter, 1973) . The simulation-initial conditions were determined by the following equations (Nykyri et al., 2006) :
with α and β angles between the magnetic field at either side of the boundary, and with respect to direction, perpendicular to shear flow plane where the x component is aligned with the MSH flow and z component is perpendicular to the flow. All quantities are normalized to the characteristic values for the system with length scales l to typical length L 0 ; density ρ to ρ 0 = n 0 m 0 with number density n 0 and ion mass m 0 ; magnetic field B to B 0 ; velocity v to typical Alfvén veloc-
and time t to characteristic Alfvén transit time τ a = L 0 /V a . The simulations were developed in a magnetospheric inertial frame. The typical length L 0 is normalized to the approximate magnetopause thickness at the source region of the KHI.
In order to study the evolution of the fastest growing wave mode, the simulation box length, x, was adjusted to a wavelength, λ = 4π a, according to Miura and Pritchett (1982) , where a is the velocity shear layer thickness, a = 3L 0 . The appropriate L 0 for the simulation of each event was computed from the observed wave length, λ = v ph T , estimated by Cluster measurements of the phase velocity, v ph and the wave period, T . The simulation dimensions were therefore adjusted to [x, y] = [40, 80] L 0 , where the larger system size in y was chosen to minimize the effect of boundary conditions (such as reflection of waves) to the evolution of KHI at the center of the simulation box. The boundary conditions are periodic in x and reflective in y dimension and uses an adjustable grid of 403 × 403 grid points and a maximum resolution of 0.1 (10 grid points per L 0 ) around the velocity shear layer. L 0 was approximated to 1000 km for Event 1 and 600 km for Events 2-6.
The phase speed, v ph , was estimated using two different methods: (1) v ph ≈ 1 2 v MSH (Miura and Pritchett, 1982) , where v MSH is the magnitude of the magnetosheath plasma velocity observed by Cluster, and (2) v ph ≈ v HT , where v HT is the de Hoffman Teller (HT) frame velocity (Sonnerup et al., 1995) . The HT frame is a frame where the convec- (Sonnerup et al., 1995) . The simulation magnetic field component B x is calculated by projecting the observed magnetic fields on both sides of the boundary along the MSH velocity vector (Eq. 2). The magnetic field vector perpendicular to the shear flow plane, B z , is also calculated from Eq. (2). The initial density, pressure, velocity, and magnetic field magnitudes are calculated using hyperbolic tangent profiles shown by Otto and Fairfield (2000) . Because we are using 2-D simulations and the real magnetosphere is 3-D, where the k vector of the wave mode is not restricted to the equatorial plane, but will propagate along the direction where the ratio between the shear flow and the Alfvén speed is maximized (Nykyri et al., 2006) , we tilted the shear flow plane at various angles to see whether an unstable boundary could occur. Using the angle with the best case to result in a KHI unstable boundary, Event 3 was tilted 10 • , Event 4 was tilted 35 • , and Events 5 and 6 were tilted 15 • . Figure 4 illustrates the possible MSH and MSP magnetic field orientations of each simulation. Because the Cluster observations were already of the perturbed boundary, we ran four simulations for each event to observe the effect of the sign of the B x component with respect to the shear flow. The case chosen for further research was determined by correlating the simulation case conditions with the Cluster data as well as with the boundary layer structure obtained from the global MHD models. Case 1 set the MSH B x orientation as anti-parallel and MSP B x orientation as parallel, Case 2 set the MSH B x orientation as parallel and MSP B x orientation as anti-parallel, Case 3 set both MSH and MSP B x orientation as anti-parallel and Case 4 set both MSH and MSP B x orientation to parallel. For these five events, the B z component was positive on both sides of the boundary. Event 3 was orientated like Case 4, Event 4 was orientated like Case 2, and Events 5 and 6 were orientated like Case 1. The final geometry used for each event is documented in Table 2 using the nomenclature from Fig. 4 .
In order to compare the simulation and observation, a virtual spacecraft was inserted into the MHD simulation. The local 2-D simulation results, shown on the right windows in coordinate Cluster data shown on the left windows of Figs. 5 and 6. Comparing the peak and trough values for number density and temperature to the variables during the event, the simulation values correspond with the observed values. The sharp transition between the number density and temperature in the simulation replicates the quasi-periodic signature as seen in the observations. The bipolar variation of the normal component of the magnetic field (B y ) also indicates the presence of a wave at the boundary, corresponding to the maximum variance direction (J ) in the Cluster boundary normal data.
Determining the ionospheric vorticity area
The frozen-flux theorem was the basis for determining the ionospheric vortex size
where φ = BA is the magnetic flux and subindices "M" and "I" refer to the magnetosphere and ionosphere, respectively. The ratio of the magnetic fields for the two regions is calculated to determine the size of the projected ionospheric vortex,
where B M is the average value of B MSP and B MSH , B I is determined from the IGRF, A I is the projection ionospheric area and A M is the magnetospheric area of the vortex determined from local MHD simulations. Fluid elements, represented by asterisks, were initialized at the onset of the simulation at the MSH/MSP boundary. There were no initial velocity vectors on the MSP side as the area estimates were done in the MSP inertial frame to check whether the fluid elements indeed made a vortex structure that could produce a field aligned current. The plasma fluid element's location during the simulation was integrated from the plasma velocity. Each window shows a simulation geometry spun 180 degrees from what was illustrated in Fig. 4 . In the simulation, the MSP region can be identified by its low density value. Once the vortex fully developed, we measured the dimensions where the plasma fluid elements created a full rotation within the vortex. In Fig. 7 , the full rotation of plasma fluid elements centered around [9,−2] in XY normalized units, respectively. When A M was calculated from the simulation, new vortex dimensions for the ionospheric vortex A I were approximated from Eq. (11) by conserving the ratio of the magnetospheric area dimensions.
Perturbation travel time
Kinematics was used to determine the amount of time it would take for the perturbation originating from the magnetosphere to travel to the ionosphere along magnetic field lines. In order to calculate the time lag between a KHI occurrence and a potential ionospheric signature, the Alfvén speed was calculated using the average magnetic field strength Ann. Geophys., 31, 1993-2011, 2013 www associated with a given field line position.
with Alfven speed V a = B √ µρ and subindices which refer to the different positions of the given magnetic field line. The difference in vector position between two points along a field line, dr, was calculated. Figure 8 illustrates this method; the Alfvén speed was averaged between these two points, then divided under dr to determine the length of time it took to travel from r 1 to r 2 . This calculation occurred at each point along the field line, allowing the change in time δt to be accumulated over the entire length of the field line. All magnetospheric variables needed for this calculation were taken from the CCMC model variables at each respective location.
The ending altitude for this analysis was 3.6 R E , the average termination altitude for the global MHD models. However, our altitude of interest in the ionosphere was 100 km, as it is the average auroral altitude (Deehr et al., 2005) and we are interested in looking at auroral data for potential optical signatures. Convection vortices, another manifestation of potential signatures, can be observed by the Super Dual Auroral Radar Network (SuperDARN) which looks at reflections in the F region (150 to 800 km) (Greenwald et al., 1995) . The change in Alfvén speed during the descent to Earth from the models termination altitude into the ionosphere was studied to determine its effect on our travel time results. However, after considering changes such as ion density and magnetic field strength, we determined the additional fractions of a second were negligible. 3 Results for mapping, size, and time travel analysis Table 3 lists the average location between the OpenGGCM and BATS-R-US results and deviation in magnetic latitude and local time (UT) at the Earth's surface for each event. Each footprint location in OpenGGCM and BATS-R-US was obtained by mapping each spacecraft's location into the ionosphere and averaging the four Cluster spacecraft's footprint locations. The deviation in location was calculated by averaging the difference in ionospheric location of the field lines for the starting and ending spacecraft positions and the difference in mapped location between the two models. The ionospheric footprints in the Northern Hemisphere varied from 58.3 degrees to 66.4 degrees magnetic latitude with an average deviation of 2.5 degrees. The magnetic local times in the Northern Hemisphere varied from 6.4 to 9.9 h with an average deviation of 5.7 h. The ionospheric footprints in the Southern Hemisphere varied from −59.6 degrees to −72.8 degrees magnetic latitude with an average deviation of 11.8 degrees. The magnetic local times in the Southern Hemisphere varied from 1.3 to 9.9 h with an average deviation of 1.2 h. Both global MHD models calculated that the KHI which occurred during Event 2 and Event 8 took place on open field lines, that is, field lines which did not connect to the Earth's ionosphere. Both models also calculated that the KHI which occurred during Event 3 occurred on field lines mapping only to the Southern Hemisphere, whereas the KHI which occurred during Event 4 occurred on field lines mapping only to the Northern Hemisphere.
Field line mapping using global MHD models
The events were additionally modeled with BATS-R-US coupled with the Rice Convection Ring Current Model, which coupled the inner and middle magnetosphere with the ionosphere (Toffoletto et al., 2003) . The ionospheric footprint locations varied by a difference of 0.1 degrees to 3.68 degrees magnetic latitude and 0.06 to 0.71 h magnetic local time. These minor location changes are within the deviations of the global models. The BATS-R-US coupled model, however, did map the KHI occurring in Event 4 into the Northern Hemisphere, while the BATS-R-US uncoupled and OpenG-GCM models did not. The spatial resolution of the two MHD models was studied to determine if the output frequency of the mapped field lines was significant enough to contribute to the difference in ionospheric location between the two models. While both models were run with identical temporal resolution, OpenG-GCM had a higher spatial resolution than BATS-R-US at an average of 191 to 338 km, respectively. A spatial resolution difference is to be expected, as both models utilize different grid sizes and solving scheme, however we do not believe this difference significantly contributed to the footprint difference.
One must also take into account the position of the spacecraft constellation in reference to the vortex. Currently, we assume the spacecraft is located near the center of the vortex. However, if the constellation is located at the edge of the vortex, then one could expect the center of the vortex to be up to half of its size away from the ionospheric footprint location. Using the largest vortex size, this deviation could be up to 300 km away, corresponding to approximately 2.5 degrees magnetic latitude and 0.2 h magnetic local time.
Field line mapping using TS96 model
The TS96 field line mapping results are shown in Table 4 . The deviation in the location was calculated by averaging the difference in ionospheric location of the field lines for the starting and ending spacecraft positions. The ionospheric footprints in the Northern Hemisphere varied from 72.9 degrees to 80.2 degrees magnetic latitude with an average deviation of 0.07 degrees. The magnetic local times in the Northern Hemisphere varied from 5.0 to 13.8 h with an average deviation of 0.11 h. The ionospheric footprints in the Southern Hemisphere varied from −72.6 degrees to −83.4 degrees magnetic latitude with an average deviation of 1.9 degrees. The magnetic local times in the Southern Hemisphere varied between 4.9 to 11.9 h with an average deviation of −0.2 h. This model calculated that the KHI which occurred during Event 3 occurred on field lines mapping only to the Southern Hemisphere, whereas the KHI which occurred during Event 8 occurred on field lines mapping only to the Northern Hemisphere. These results differ from the global MHD results, as Event 2 mapped into both hemispheres, Event 4 mapped into the Southern Hemisphere, and Event 8 mapped into the Northern Hemisphere. They also greatly differ in the magnetic latitude of the footprint. The magnetic latitude varies between a maximum of −21.07 degrees and minimum of 3.5 degrees, averaging 13.9 degrees of difference between the two types of models. The magnetic local time varies between a maximum of 4.0 h and minimum of 0.1 h for both hemispheres, averaging 2.1 h of difference between the two models. This was the most significant difference between the two different types of models. The difference is perhaps due to the different near-Earth approximations used by the two model types. Table 5 shows the approximate dimensions of the vortex at 100 km altitude using v ph ≈ 1 2 v MSH , resulting in sizes between 62 to 430 km. The vortex size results are within the same order of magnitude as previously published sizes from Lui (1989) and Farrugia et al. (1994) of 50 to 250 km. Deviation from these sizes is on the order of one kilometer per dimension, as a 0.5 R E magnetospheric sizing error would only yield a 15 km error. Table 6 shows the approximate dimensions of the vortex at 100 km altitude using v ph ≈ v HT , resulting in sizes between 47 to 606 km. These vortex size results are the same order of magnitude as previously published sizes from Lui (1989) and Farrugia et al. (1994) and the results in Table 5 . Hasegawa et al. (2004) calculated the scale of one wavelength in the magnetosphere for Event 2 to be between 40 000 and 55 000 km using in situ measurements. They inferred the initial thickness of the velocity shear to be roughly 5000 to 7000 km as the wavelength of the fastest growing KH mode was estimated to eight times the initial total thickness of the velocity shear. However, Foullon et al. (2008) disagreed with this and determined the wavelength to be between 16 000 and 21 000 km. Both of these magnetospheric wavelengths are larger than our estimation of 7000 to 12 000 km based on λ = v ph T , which suggest that our simple estimation of phase speed using both v ph ≈ 1 2 v MSH and v ph ≈ v HT yields an underestimation. If this trend is also South  1  258  166  262  168  2  108  62  114  66  3  --430  300  4  241  225  --5  175  149  186  165  6  160  137  169  147 valid for other events, our vortex sizes are underestimated at least by factor of approximately 4/3. Table 7 documents the travel time in seconds from the spacecraft location into an average of 3.6 R E altitude at each hemisphere. The difference in travel time duration between the four spacecraft for a given event was under one second on average, therefore the final travel time was represented by the first spacecraft. Travel times varied from ≈ 61 s to 27 min 7 s. All events mapped by OpenGGCM had faster travel times to the Southern Hemisphere. For BATS-R-US, the events which mapped into the Northern Hemisphere had faster travel times, with an exception of Event 3 which only mapped into the Southern Hemisphere. All calculated travel times were within an expected proximity of one another when comparing the results from the two models, except Event 6. The travel time results from Event 6 shows how the models' results varied due to differences in field line topology. The difference between the BATS-R-US and OpenGGCM times were due to the difference in their projected field line topology, as displayed in Fig. 9. Figure 9 clearly shows the significant topology difference between the two model's magnetic field lines. The two left figures show the field lines in the ZY and ZX frame from the OpenGGCM model, and the two right figures show identical plots from the BATS-R-US model. OpenGGCM showed a significantly shorter magnetic field line entering the Northern Hemisphere. BATS-R-US modeled a longer and more curved magnetic field line which enters the Northern Hemisphere. An explanation could be that BATS-R-US incorporates a numerical analysis technique where the dipole moment is updated at each iteration, while OpenGGCM does not. One should also take note that Event 5 occurred 20 min before Event 6, and had a travel time half as long in the OpenGGCM results than in the BATS-R-US results. South  1  226  145  230  147  2  82  47  87  50  3  --606  423  4  304  285  --5  115  97  121  108  6 142 122 150 131
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Results for ionospheric signatures
Only events which had available data in their respective ionospheric instruments will be discussed in the following sections. Neither Polar UVI and Image FUV instruments had sufficient data available for analysis during our events.
SuperDARN signatures
Because the radar's reflection region is in the F region, altitudes from 150 to 800 km, new vortex dimensions were calculated. Updated travel times to this altitude were not necessary based on the temporal resolution of the instruments. The vortex dimensions at 600 km altitude using v ph ≈ 1 2 v MSH ranged from 71 to 495 km. The dimensions using the v ph ≈ v HT method ranged from 55 to 697 km at 600 km altitude. SuperDARN's resolution should be sufficient to resolve the vortex in this region.
The coordinate ranges used to observe potential KHI signatures include both global MHD and TS96 ionospheric footprints, as well as their deviations. Table 8 displays the hemisphere, location, speed, size, and vortex type of the observed signatures. In reference to vortex type, type 1 refers to a stationary vortex, type 2 refers to a traveling vortex, and type 3 refers to an event having multiple vortices observed at the same time. The location is categorized as within the TS96 geographic limit, within the MHD geographic limit, or outside both limits. SuperDARN radar covered the ionospheric footprint region for Events 2, 4, 5 and 6 in the Northern Hemisphere and Events 1, 5 and 6 in the Southern Hemisphere. Event 6 did not show any signs of vortices present in the data. Event 1 and 5 located vortices within the TS96 footprint region in the Southern Hemisphere, while the remainder of the events in the Northern Hemisphere located vortices outside both global and TS96 footprint predictions. The vortex speeds varied between 300 and 400 m s −1 with sizes between 1000 to 1800 km. These vortex sizes were all larger than the predicted sizes, which ranged approximately from 50 to 600 km. Events 1, 4 and 5 in the Southern Hemisphere were of type 1, indicating the presence of a single, stationary vortex. Events 2 and 5 were of type 2, indicating the presence of a single vortex which changed locations over time. 
SuperMAG signatures
The coordinate ranges used to observe potential KHI signatures include both global MHD and TS96 ionospheric footprints, as well as their deviations. Table 9 documents the period and change in magnetic field components of the quasiperiodic oscillations at the Cluster spacecraft location. Magnetic oscillations varied up to [35, 25, 20] nT in the X, Y , and Z directions, respectively. The oscillation periods varied from 1 to 7 min, generally falling within the Pc5 range as suspected by Ohtani et al. (1999) . Table 10 documents the signature results from SuperMAG. In the Northern Hemisphere, five events had ground magnetometer stations operating within their footprint range. Events 2, 6 and 7 did not show quasi-periodic magnetic pulsations in their ground data. Event 1 had one station which recorded quasi-periodic magnetic pulsations out of a total one station located within its footprint location. Event 4 had three out of fifteen stations record quasi-periodic magnetic pulsations and Event 5 had six out of thirteen stations record quasi-periodic magnetic pulsations. For the Southern Hemisphere, three events had ground magnetometer stations operating within their footprint range. Event 3 did not record quasi-periodic magnetic pulsations, while one out of one station did record pulsations during Event 5 and one out of five stations record pulsations for Event 6. Overall, magnetic oscillations varied up to [20, 25, 7] nT in the N, E, and Z directions, respectively. The magnetic field component coordinates (B N , B E , B Z ) refer to the magnetic field pointing in the local magnetic north, local magnetic east, and vertically downward direction. The oscillation periods varied from 4 to 10 min. The power spectral density (PSD) was calculated along the Pc5 frequency spectrum for the ground and spacecraft magnetometer data. Figure 10 compares the PSD for each Cluster spacecraft's magnetic field components (B x , B y , B z ) and total, as well as the ground magnetometer magnetic field total for Event 1. The total magnetic field PSD was calculated by taking the PSD of each individual component and adding them together. The ground magnetometer magnetic field total adds together the PSD of the B N , B E , and B Z . The top three frames plot the x, y, and z component PSD of the magnetic In TS96 limit  300  1200  1  6 North 3, 10, 0 6 -7 5 ATU (13) 0, 5, 5 5 -7 GHB 15, 0, 5 6 -8 KUV 3, 3, 0 6 -7 NAQ 5, 3, 5 6 SKT 20, 0, 7 6 -7 STF 20, 10, 7 6 -7 5 * MAW (1) 0, 10, 0 7 -10 6 -(1) --6 * B15 (5) 0, 13, 0 4 -5 7 -(6) --7 * -(1) -- field as recorded by Cluster. The fourth frame plots the total magnetic field PSD from Cluster, and the fifth frame plots the total magnetic field PSD from the VIZ ground magnetometer station. The three highlighted columns through each plot represent the three dominating peaks in the frequency range. As the first and last columns consist of two frequencies, five frequencies are present in the ground data which have the highest PSD throughout the Pc5 frequency spectra. The Cluster PSD data reveals two dominating frequencies, 3.1 and 3.6 mHz. Both of these frequencies are present in the VIZ data within 0.1 mHz. This analysis was carried out for each event which indicated quasi-periodic pulsations in their ground instruments and was documented in Table 11 . The dominating frequencies indicated for the Cluster and ground data are those frequencies which had a higher PSD in their total magnetic field than the surrounding regions. Station VIZ recorded five different dominating frequencies during Event 1, two of which Fig. 10 . PSD [nT 2 Hz −1 ] over the Pc5 frequency range for Event 1 from 05:00 to 06:00 UT. The panels represent the PSD of the Cluster magnetic field components and total magnetic field, as well as the ground station total magnetic field, respectively. In order, the four spacecrafts are represented in the top four panels by black, red, green, and blue colors. The dominating frequencies in the ground magnetometer data are highlighted in yellow throughout the figure. The frequency range only includes those in the Pc5 spectrum.
were within 0.1 mHz of the identified Cluster-dominating frequencies. Stations IGC, IQA, and PGC recorded three dominating frequencies, all identical. One frequency was within 0.6 mHz of the four Cluster dominating frequencies. During Event 5, six out of seven ground stations recorded a dominating frequency within 0.1 mHz of the three Cluster frequencies. Five of the seven stations also recorded frequencies within 0.3 mHz of another dominating Cluster frequency. Station B15 recorded two different frequencies during Event 6, one of which was within 0.1 mHz of the two Cluster dominating frequencies. Events 1, 5, and 6 were similar to the previously published results obtained by Ohtani et al. (1999) whom discovered dominating frequencies within 0.2 mHz of the spacecraft frequency. All oscillation frequencies were higher in the ground magnetometer data than the Cluster data.
Conclusions and discussion
Establishing a robust identification method of the ionospheric signatures resulting from magnetospheric KHI would be important, as it would allow scientists to reverse engineer the process in order to locate a magnetospheric KHI event using ionospheric data. As the KHI can generate FACs, it can modify the ionospheric conductivities and hence the dynamics of the magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling which can lead to local and global changes of this system. Reconnection initiated by KHI can also create a parallel electric field, causing an acceleration of particles along the magnetic field. Also, pitch angle scattering into the loss cone produced by reconnection in the vortices may lead to particle precipitation into the atmosphere. In the present paper we have determined an ionospheric location, size, and perturbation travel time from magnetosphere to the ionosphere of nine events of quasi-periodic oscillations at the flank magnetopause that exhibited KHI-like signatures. We then looked for the potential ionospheric signatures of these events. The conclusions are as follows:
-The mapped field lines produced from the global MHD models ranged in ionospheric position from a magnetic latitude of 58.3 degrees to 66.4 degrees in the Northern Hemisphere and −59.6 degrees to −72.8 degrees in the Southern Hemisphere. The ionospheric magnetic local time ranged between 6.4 to 9.9 h in the Northern Hemisphere and 1.3 to 9.9 h in the Southern Hemisphere. These magnetic latitudes were less than the latitudes at which Lui (1989) and Farrugia et al. (1994) -The mapped field lines produced from the TS96 model ranged in ionospheric position from a magnetic latitude from 72.9 degrees to 80.2 degrees in the Northern Hemisphere and −72.6 degrees to −83.4 degrees in the Southern Hemisphere. The ionospheric magnetic local time ranged between 5.0 to 13.8 h in the Northern Hemisphere and 4.9 to 11.9 h in the Southern Hemisphere. These magnetic latitudes were similar to the latitudes at which Lui (1989) and Farrugia et al. (1994) observed their auroral bright spots, where Ohtani et al. (1999) observed the Pc5 magnetometer pulsations, and where McHenry et al. (1990) observed traveling convection vortices. They were also mapped to significantly higher magnetic latitudes than the global MHD models.
-Typical Alfvén wave travel time from spacecraft location to the closest ionosphere ranged between 0.6 to 3.6 min.
-The projected ionospheric size calculated at an altitude of 100 km ranged from 47 to 606 km, the same order of magnitude as previously determined potential ionospheric signature sizes measured by Lui (1989) and Farrugia et al. (1994) .
-Stationary and traveling convection vortices were observed in the SuperDARN data during Events 2, 4 and 5 in the Northern Hemisphere and Events 1 and 5 in the Southern Hemisphere. All vortices sizes were of 1000 and 1800 km in size, traveling at speeds between 300 and 400 m s −1 . Events 1, 4 and 5 had a single stationary vortex present and Events 2 and 5 had a single traveling convection vortex present. Only the observed vortices for Events 1 and 5 were within our estimated footprint.
-Pc5 magnetic oscillations were observed in the Su-perMAG data during Events 1, 4 and 5 in the Northern Hemisphere and Events 5 and 6 in the Southern Hemisphere. The oscillations had periods of 4 and 10 min with amplitudes of 3 to 25 nT. They were all located within the ionospheric footprint range. These observations were consistent with previously published ground magnetometer signatures studied by Ohtani et al. (1999) and the observed periodicity of the KHI occurring at the LLBL. The ground magnetometer data for Events 1, 5 and 6 had PSD peaks at frequencies that were within 0.1 mHz of the peaks found in the corresponding Cluster data. These observations were consistent with those from Ohtani et al. (1999) , whom observed Pc5 frequencies in spacecraft and ground data within 0.2 mHz of one another.
We believe our methods for field line mapping into the ionosphere were successful at providing a general observational region for signatures, but not an accurate location for each event. Footprint accuracy showed its difficulty particularly using SuperDARN data. Determining whether a vortex in the SuperDARN data was due to KHI or background convection pattern may be easier to differentiate with better mapping accuracy. Generally, it is believed that southward IMF causes a two-cell convection pattern to arise in the polar caps, while northward IMF causes a four-cell convection pattern. However, much research continues on the subject as multiple cells can arise in either pattern, as well as distorted or wrapped versions of the "standard" patterns (Knipp et al., 1991) . IMF plays a large role when determining the background convection pattern. While convection vortices may be visible in the data, northern IMF orientation makes it difficult for one to conclude whether this KHI induced signature was actually a convection cell from a four-cell convection pattern or other multi-cell pattern. Knipp et al. (1991) noted that multiple convection cells can arise particularly during transitions between the two IMF orientations. Ruohoniemi and Greenwald (1998) documented a 2 min change in convection cell direction during a northward to southward IMF transition which occurred over 2.5 min. Differentiating between the typical background convection patterns and our expected vortex signature thus becomes difficult. More extensive work is necessary to overcome this observational challenge. The F region is dynamic and our research would benefit from a more accurate footprint. This may allow one to differentiate between ionospheric anomalies produced by KHI versus a vortex due to a two-cell or four-cell convection pattern.
Running high-resolution models could provide more accurate ionospheric footprint results. It would be desirable to simulate these events with very high resolution (40 to 100 km) in global models to resolve both cusp, day-side and flank KHI regions simultaneously. This would allow one to address the question of whether the quasi-periodic oscillations at the flank could be produced by a flux transfer event originating from the day-side or cusp for these conditions or what the combined ionospheric signatures would look like if both processes occurred simultaneously.
It would also be important to determine the exact cause of the large discrepancy in mapped ionospheric footprint location in magnetic field latitude between the TS96 and global MHD models. Both model types located the footprint to the same altitude, however there is up to a 20 degree difference in magnetic latitude. Due to its semi-empirical nature, the TS96 model inherently includes the effects of the kinetic physics, while the global MHD models did not (with the partial exception of the BATS-R-US ring current model version, which was ran as a special case in our research). However, the global MHD models require more environmental parameters to be defined than the TS96 model, which only requires the disturbance solar time index, solar wind dynamic pressure and velocity (1-D) and the B y and B x component of the IMF to run. The global models utilize an electric potential solver and dipole approximation while TS96 uses the IGRF-2011 model coefficients for the ionosphere to map ionospheric footprints to the Earth's surface. The high order terms in the spherical harmonic expansion of the IGRF-2011 coefficients overtake the dipole approximation term in the expansion as one nears the Earth's surface. Therefore, the IGRF-2011 model should be a more accurate model for near-Earth approximations than a dipole model. If the global models could include the option to map the near-Earth environment using IGRF-2011, this could lead to more accurate mapping results.
